
SRTI
The Ship Recycling 
Transparency Initiative

Using transparency to drive progress on responsible ship recycling
Summary of the Initiative and how to get involved
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BACKGROUND 

Overall, legislation and enforcement mechanisms are lacking for the ship recycling industry. 

Furthermore, there is a lack of international consensus on what is a good standard. The international 

conventions, such as the Basel Convention, the Hong Kong Convention and guidelines e.g. the IMO 

guidelines for the Development of the Ship Recycling Plan, the ILO convention on Health & Safety in 

Shipbreaking and the EU regulations provide only partial coverage of material aspects associated with 

ship recycling.  Therefore, shipowners, ship recyclers and other stakeholders in the ship recycling 

value chain have different policies and practices that often are not clearly defined, public or otherwise 

accessible.  

Because of this, shipowners, ship recyclers and other stakeholders in the ship recycling value chain 

have different policies and practices that often are not clearly defined, public or otherwise accessible. 

Good practice does not always get rewarded and bad practices can often go unchecked, resulting in 

the continued existence of yards where people are working under poor social and environmental 

conditions. In general, there is a lack of a level playing field. 

We believe that by making these practices transparent we can drive improvements, influence 

practice across the supply chain and ensure that there is a level playing field across the 

industry.
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MISSION 

& VISION

Our vision is of a world where ships are recycled responsibly –

socially, environmentally and economically - meeting and 

going beyond international conventions and norms.
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The Ship Recycling Transparency Initiative (SRTI) aims to 

accelerate a voluntary market driven approach to responsible ship 

recycling practices through transparency; and subsequently to 

influence and improve social and environmental standards in ship 

recycling practice and policy so as to create an industry-wide level 

playing field.
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STRATEGY & 

OBJECTIVES

The strategy is to create a ‘one stop shop’ online 

platform for information on ship recycling practices 

and supporting the use of that information to make 

better decisions and incentivize improvements in 

performance.

We believe that if ship owners are able to share 

their approach to ship recycling in a consistent and 

easily accessible way, then that information will be 

used by customers, investors and owners to reward 

good performance, and that will result in better 

social, environmental and economic conditions 

within ship recycling

Making things transparent to wider 

stakeholders will also: 

• Raise the profile of the issue

• Put pressure on under performers

• Identify barriers to improvements

• Build trust in the industry on this 

issue.

We have the following objectives:

• To improve transparency in the ship 

recycling value chain

• To increase disclosure of ship recycling 

policies and practices

• To allow and encourage cargo owners, 

investors and other stakeholders to make 

informed decisions when using shipping 

companies and to incentivize 

improvements

• To create a level playing field for ship 

owners on ship recycling, covering the 

lifespan of a ship
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MEASURES 

OF SUCCESS

 By June 2018, we have a set of ship recycling disclosure criteria (SRDC) that 
can be compared across ship owners, and that have broad stakeholder 
support.

 By end of 2018, an effective, simple online platform exists where ship owners 
disclose policies and practices on ship recycling.

 At least 30 major ship owners disclosing their practices on by the end of 2018; 
100 by the end of 2019.

 At least 20 investors and customers are using the platform to understand their 
client or suppliers performance by the end of 2018, and 40 by the end of 
2019. Half of those publicly state that they are making commercial decisions 
on that basis.

 Feedback from a user survey in 2019 suggests that the data is useful to them 
in driving performance improvements.

Notes:

These are mainly output measures, we will also identify proxies for performance improvements highlighted in our theory of change.
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WHO IS 

INVOLVED?

The Ship Recycling Transparency Initiative 
(SRTI) is hosted by the independent charity 
the Sustainable Shipping Initiative and 
facilitated by the global sustainability non-
profit Forum for the Future.

This is an open initiative and we invite other 
leading organisations from across the 
industry join us to support the development 
of the disclosure criteria and share their 
practices on the platform. 

INITIAL SIGNATORIES

Ship owners

Financial stakeholders

Classification societies
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HOW WILL 

IT WORK?

The SRTI is NOT a standard, nor a means for expressing - explicitly or 

implicitly - what is considered “right” or “wrong” policies and practices. 

The SRTI would not rank or rate ship-owners’ practices nor assess individual ship-

owners’ policies and practices. 

Over time, the Initiative will likely contribute to the ship recycling industry with 

research, development of guidance on positive practices, and provide a library of 

examples.

The SRTI is envisioned as an independent data convener and 

reporting mechanism managed by an independent third-party 

secretariat that provides a platform to shipowners to disclose 

their policies and practices against a set of pre-defined 

disclosure criteria, developed jointly by key industry 

stakeholders. 
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FUNDING

The SRTI is funded by independent actors, including 
grants and foundations.

The SRTI is asking signatories to make a voluntary 
donation towards the running of the initiative ($10-25K 
recommended) if possible, but this is NOT a pre-
requisite for becoming a signatory.
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TIMELINE

The SRTI intent to launch took place at the TradeWinds Ship Recycling 
Forum on 7 March 2018. 

The Initiative is now moving into the Development phase - an intensive work 
phase, governed by a steering group of initial supporters. 

Establishment phase

•Working with a small group of 
supporters to establish levels of 
support, define the initiative and 
the draft criteria

Development phase

•Developing and piloting the 
online platform and 
encouraging take up

•Refining the criteria with 
stakeholders and raising 
awareness of the issue and 
the approach and getting to a 
critical mass in terms of ship 
owners disclosing. 

•Recruit participants: 
particularly ship owners to 
disclose their data

•Fundraise for wider 
development

Operating phase

•An ongoing operating model 
that maintains and grows the 
level of disclosure with the 
least bureaucracy possible.

To establish this initiative three stages of development have been identified:
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FUTURE 

ROLE OF 

THE SRTI

In the longer term when the initiative is fully operational (2020 
onwards) the SRTI will performs three key functions:

1. Managing the platform and the criteria

2. Recruitment and outreach - to promote use of the data and 
encourage disclosure

3. Communications and stakeholder engagement

This will be underpinned by effective governance and back office 
functions to ensure that this is an industry driven initiative through 
shared governance, plus financial planning, fundraising, legal 
(including anti-trust) and administration. 
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THE 

DISCLOSURE 

CRITERIA 

We are now in the process of developing the disclosure criteria. 

We are seeking the views of a broad range of stakeholders over the coming months to ensure 
that the criteria are quick and easy to complete.

We are also focused on getting the range of information needed by financial institutions and 
cargo owners to be able to incentivise good performance.

Ship recycling 
policies and 

practices

Ship recycling 
contract

Inventory of 
hazardous materials 

(IHM) and ship 
specific 

documentation

Policy for selling off 
owned vessels

Implementation of 
policies and 

practices

Policy for recycling 
chartered vessels 

and those under JVs

The proposed disclosure criteria:
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GET 

INVOLVED 

(1/2)

Other stakeholders will be able to use the data to see what is happening, support good 
practice and hold the industry to account.

Ship owners will benefit from being part of this leading group making significant change in the 

industry, openly demonstrating their good practice and being able to shape the questions that are 

tracked. They will gain information on best practice and be able to learn from other’s approaches. 

Over time, disclosure will become a hygiene factor for respectable ship operating companies and 

will ensure a level playing field where those who take a responsible approach are rewarded by the 

market.

Cargo owners and financial institutions will benefit from a ‘one stop shop’ of information on 

ship recycling practices in the shipping industry. This will support critical risk management 

strategies for investments in ships and allow cargo owners to meet the growing expectations of 

their customers.

Ship owners’ associations can use this accessible, progressive approach to support their 

members in managing a major risk and to build the reputation of the industry.
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GET 

INVOLVED 

(2/2)

What does it mean to become a signatory to the Ship Recycling Transparency 

Initiative?

Ship owners:

• Make a commitment to disclose your policies and practices

• Become part of the steering group developing the criteria and the initiative more broadly (an 

optional benefit)

• Be recognised as a signatory in all publicity materials

• Support the recruitment of other ship owners and users

Cargo owners and financial institutions (users):

• Sign up to using the data to inform decisions

• Be part of the steering group and/or development meetings to ensure that it provides the 

information needed to make better decisions

• Work to develop the right sort of incentives to drive good practice through the market

• Be recognised as a signatory in all publicity materials
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CONTACT 

INFORMATION

We welcome all offers of support from 
other stakeholders and we can provide 
further information on the SRTI as it 
develops.

Contact: info@ssi2040.org
Please put ‘SRTI’ in the subject line 
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